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MORE GOOD NEWS 

A community of blind men once heard that an extraordinary 
beast called an elephant had been brought into the country. 
Since they did not know what it looked like and had never 
heard its name, they resolved to obtain a picture, and the 
knowledge they desired, by feeling the beast - the only 
possibility that was open to them! They went in search of 
the elephant, and when they had found it, they felt its body. 
 
 One touched its leg, the other a tusk, the third an ear, and 
in the belief that they now knew the elephant, they returned 
home. But when the other blind men questioned them, their 
answers differed.  
 
The one who had felt the leg maintained that the elephant 
was nothing other than a pillar, extremely rough to the 
touch, and yet strangely soft. The one who had caught hold 
of the tusk denied this and described the elephant as, hard 
and smooth, with nothing soft or rough about it, more over 
the beast was by no means as stout as a pillar, but rather had 
the shape of a post. The third, which had held the ear in his 
hands, spoke: "By my faith, it is both soft and rough." Thus 
he agreed with one of the others, but went on to say:  
Nevertheless, it is neither like a post nor a pillar, but like a 
broad, thick piece of leather." Each was right in a certain 
sense, since each of them communicated that part of the 
elephant he had comprehended, but none was able to 
describe the elephant as it really was: For all three of them 
were unable to comprehend the entire form of the elephant. 

The Blind Men and the Elephant 

Exemplary New Property 
 
 
 

         

This Buddhist parable demonstrates that people tend to 
understand only a portion of an idea and then extrapolate all 
manner of dogmas from that; each claiming only his one is the 
correct version~ 
 
It’s important to look at the market in numerous ways. To truly 
understand it you need to dig deeper and explore the underlying 
factors that drive it. Like a good doctor treats a patient; by 
examining all symptoms, the holistic relationship can be 
understood and treated. 
 
Getting a clear, well-rounded view is essential. That’s how you 
can invest with confidence and knowledge. Let’s see what 
“Looking at the whole Elephant” tells us this month….. 
 
Or as my mentor would say ‘What’s behind the curtain?’ 
 
Continued…. 
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Sweltering HOT Investment! 
 
Your return is 16% in the 1st YEAR! 
 
Don’t worry about the snow. For only $43,000.00 Canadian 
you CAN own this rock solid 3 bedroom, moneymaker in 
Lago Lindo.  Built in ’84 this elegant charmer will impress. 
Located in the wonderful North East area featuring quick 
access to ring road. It’s time to get into action and start 
realizing secure, long-term profits. All this and more at a low 
initial investment. This home rents for top dollar and profits 
begin from day one! 
 
Already producing a great RETURN! 
Visit glennsimoninc.com for the full FEATURE sheet 
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Please see The Blind Men and the Elephant on page 2 

Another superb GSI deal! 
 

 Give us a call to secure this property now!  
 It won’t last long. 81-28-638-4155 
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Calgary posted the highest increase in new home prices 
in the Nation last year. This year will show the highest 
historical price for a Calgary house. There were 7000 active 
listings just 6 months ago and now there are only 1700, with 
a city of 5500 realtors. But wait. Is this good news? Yes, 
it’s very good for a number of reasons. Even though the 
prices have gone up, Alberta is still the most affordable 
province to live in Canada. Housing prices are still cheap 
compared to other major cities. And the reason is clear; 
highest salaries in Canada, lowest taxes, JOBS! Stable, 
diversified economy and long term growth sustain these 
increasing values.  
 
 
Calgary is often ahead of Edmonton and the gap (about 
$50,000.00) between homes is narrowing. Prices in 
Edmonton are moving up and supply is reduced. What this 
means is that the market is tightening and we have to search 
extra carefully for superior properties. The good news is that 
we still have a long way to go on housing prices as they 
climb to catch up to the salaries and provincial economy 

The Blind Men and the Elephant 
Continued… 
 

1.  
2.     1.  Make a list of every project that consumes 

your time during a typical week. Then, 
prioritize them based on your values, which 
should give you your 'most important core 
list'. Now, narrow that down to 3 things.   

3.  
4.    2.  A guiding principle of mine: "Get Big or Get 

Out". Repeat that to yourself, until it makes 
sense and you can act on it. Every great 
failure or success of mine was because of 
action I took as it relates to getting big or 
getting out of a market or business.   

5.  
6.      3. Decide now what you will no longer focus 

on, that you used to, which was preventing 
you from having a narrow & powerful focus. 
It's sometimes even more important to 
know what you ARE NOT than what you 
ARE.   

7.  

Top 7 Strategies To Use After You Decide To 
Narrow Your Focus 

 
 

 

 

 
The actions of men are the best interpreters 

of their thoughts. 
- John Locke 
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of Alberta. That’s all ok (in fact it’s great for your current 
Alberta properties!) But, we will be seeing higher prices, 
larger down payments and temporarily reduced inventory. A 
point to keep in mind is that the growth is just beginning. 
Alberta (Edmonton, Calgary, Fort McMurray, Red Deer, etc.) 
has projects (energy, manufacturing, IT, etc.) developing well 
into 2025. New houses are being built and with spring just 
around the corner, sellers will start listing homes again and 
increased opportunity will flow. 
 
Look at the whole Elephant! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8.     4. Take action this week to close off the 1-20 things you 
decided to no longer do. Yes, you must spend some time 
focusing on wrapping up the projects, selling the 
divisions or businesses or projects that you own, in order 
to narrow your focus on what your new 'Core' focus will 
be.   

9.  
10.     5. Who on your staff or life can help you keep your time 

focused on your new list of 'core' focuses? What 
additional work can you delegate so that more of your 
time can be devoted to making your time really count on 
your core work?   

11.  
12.      6. Remember that it is OK to say "NO", to new projects. 

This comes back to asking yourself this question: "Can I 
be big at this, and is it complementary to my existing 
core focus, or does it have nothing to do with my 
current narrow focus, in which case, I should decline?" 

                                  
          7. Post your new, narrow, core focuses in your office,  
             so that every day you can remind yourself what you 
             have decided to make big in your life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please see Alberta Growth on Fast Track on page 3 

Article by GSI 
 

    By Christopher M. Knight 
 
 

                  What’s Your Perspective? 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 
 

 
 
 
  

  
Alberta Retail Sales on Growth Fast Track: 
Baby Boomers Spending on Big-Ticket Items 
 
 

 
 
Alberta's retailers are looking forward to major sales increases this 
year -- even after leading the country in sales in 2005 with a double-
digit expansion.  
 
"Alberta is a great place to be if you're a retailer," says Ed Strapagiel, senior vice-
president of Kubas Consultants, a Toronto-based retail consultancy who advises 
retailers to "be there and get a piece of it."  
 
Far from fatiguing, Alberta consumers have accelerated their spending recently, 
increasing the lead between Alberta and other provinces on the retail expenditure 
front and reinforcing Alberta's reputation as Canada's retailing Mecca.  
 
Sales climbed 10.3 per cent in 2004, 12.2 per cent in 2005 and 13.9 per cent in 
December.  
 
"The gap in annual sales growth between Alberta and the rest of the country has 
widened the last couple of years," said Jane Lin, a retail analyst for StatsCan in 
Ottawa. Forecasts for growth in 2006 range as high as 13 per cent or higher.  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXthese things. It's the 
cumulative impact of all of these things -- and much more -- on the 
psyche, and the collective wealth of a city that is suddenly 

 

"Looking at Alberta for 2006, there's not a lot of reason to expect that it will be a lot different than  
2005," said Strapagiel, "for Alberta growth will be strong across the board. Make hay while the sun shines."  
 
Part of the higher-spending trend is that, increasingly, Alberta consumers are turning toward big-ticket items when 
making purchases, a reflection of the province’s economic prosperity, observers say.  
 
Consumers also want to spoil themselves and have the money to do it, says Paul McElhone, executive 
director of the Canadian Institute of Retailing and Services at the University of Alberta in Edmonton.  
 
"There's keen interest in purchases of luxury items. A lot of that is fuelled by the fact that a lot of the baby boomers 
are now at the peak of their earning potential," McElhone adds.  
 
"The big ticket items, the expensive items sel l wel l in a hot economy," Strapagiel notes. "I'm not surprised. 
The big ticket items go when people are making money and are employed and have high expectations of holding 
onto their jobs and being able to make their payments down the road."  
 
In 2005, while overall retail sales in Alberta climbed 12.2 per cent to $48.7 bill ion, sectors such as new car dealers, 
up 13.1 per cent; used and recreational motor vehicle dealers, up 20.1 per cent; furniture stores, up 13 per cent; and 
sporting goods stores, up 14 per cent -- all exceeded that average. Growth in sales from home electronics and 
appliance stores was nearly 20 per cent.  
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Please see Alberta Retail Growth on Fast Track on page 4 

By Geoffrey Scotton, Calgary Herald 

Published: Mon Feb 27th 2006 

             

 
 

“Part of the higher-spending trend is that, increasingly, Alberta consumers are turning 
toward big-ticket items when making purchases, a reflection of the province’s economic 

prosperity, observers say.” 
 

Designs and shapes: A varied economy 
built on more than just oil energy creates 

strong retail sales throughout Alberta 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                     
                                                
  

 
 
Financial ly, sales of so-called big-ticket items is 
fuel led by the strongest consumer economics in 
the country, as two key determinants of 
personal consumption -- incomes and job 
security -- continue to outpace other Canadian 
jurisdictions..  
 
"Personal income is set to rise by an average of 6.1 
per cent in 2005 and 2006 with disposable income 
following suit," says the Conference Board of Canada's 
Marie-Christine Bernard about Alberta in her 
organization's latest Metropolitan Outlook. "The 
unemployment rate wil l remain historically 
low, averaging 3.8 per cent in 2006."  
 
Within the Alberta retail sphere, one of the few 
segments that didn't do well were department stores, 
where sales fell about 10 per cent to $2.6 billion.  
 
McElhone says that is due to a growing polarization in 
the retail world that leaves the mid-market vulnerable.  
 
"What you have today is this erosion of the mid-
market, with polarization to luxury items and 
specialty items and deep discount -- at either end of 
the scale. And the players that are in the middle are 
the ones that have really suffered."  
 
Although Alberta's merchandising sector has a bright 
outlook, Strapagiel notes the pressures of growth are 
as apparent in retailing as they are in other Alberta 
industries.  

Making investors successful one         
property at a time!  
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"Because Alberta's been hot for several years now, 
just getting a hold of things like real estate, sales  
staff, store managers, you name it, is problematic," 
Strapagiel notes. "It's a double-edged sword."  
 
Boiling down the above article:  
 
This article is important as it shows you that Albertans 
have money to spend and that it’s directly correlated to 
their strong economy.  
 
Alberta is experiencing the lowest jobless rate in 25 years, 
also boasting the lowest unemployment rate in all of 
Canada. Plus, these are high paying jobs attracting 
varied types of workers from Canada and abroad. 
 
 An abundance of jobs, balanced economy and housing 
affordability indicates that other ‘big ticket items’ such as 
houses, are being purchased more frequently as affluent 
Albertans upgrade and first time homebuyers buy.  
 
Furthermore, an influx of new workers supports a strong 
demand for rental housing. With Alberta projects 
spanning beyond 2025 you can see long term 
opportunity in Real Estate and business sectors. GSI- 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alberta Retail Sales on Growth 
Fast Track Cont`d… 

 

Come See Our New Site! 

-Always Changing- 

Visit us at: 

www.glennsimoninc.com 

 
 

Glenn Simon Inc. 
 

1-11-2 Yayoi, Utsunomiya, 
Tochigi, Japan 

 
Phone & Fax: 

81-28-638-4155 
 

E-Mail: 
info@glennsimoninc.com 

Todd Millar, GSI. 
 


